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Fill in the blanks 
1.collection , computer , world 
2.internet , global 
3. word , interconnected 
4.modem , communication 
5.browse , contents 
 
True and false 
1.true 
2.true 
3.true 
4.false 
5.false 
 
Match the following 
1.world wide web Huge collection of pages 
2.net surfing Web browsing 
3.hyperlink Graphic image 
4.seaarch engine software 
5.first search engine Archie 
 
Define the following 



1.hyperlink: highlighted text or graphic images on the 
web page 
2.internet:a global network of computers 
3.net surfing: moving from one web page to another. 
4.web browser: software which is used to access the 
contents of web pages 
5.modem:which allows you to get connected to the 
internet and communicates with other computers 
 
Answers to the  questions 
 
1.The internet is important to us because it links us to 
millions of people , businesses , government offices 
and educational institutions. 
 
2.The basic things which are required to get connected 
to the internet is a modem ,telephone line , web 
browser and an internet service provider 
 
3. I.S.P. : internet service provider 
    Modem: modulator demodulator 
   W.W.W. : world wide web 
 
4.The speed of the modem is measured in megabits 
per second (mbps) 
 
5.The different navigation buttons are refresh , 
backward , home  and close buttons. 



6.The important of history button in the internet is that 
it helps in displaying the information related to the 
work done on the website visited today, last week  and 
so on. 
 
Answers from the text book (pg 56) 
Check your progress 
 Fill in the blanks  
1.internet 
2.I.S.P. , modem , phone line 
3.I.S.P. 
4.modem 
5.Mbps 
6.browser 
 
Check your progress(pg62) 
True and false 
1.false 
2.false 
3.true 
4.false 
5.true 
 
 Test yourself (pg64) 
 A:Tick of the correct answer 
1. Interconnected network 
2. modulator  demodulator 
3. a search engine 



4.internet explorer 
5.URL 
6.refresh 
7.web 
8. search engine 
9.AND 
10.Quotation marks(“ “) 
 
 
 
 
 


